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A B S T R A C T

Background: Posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) is a clinical variant of Alzheimer's disease (AD) that presents with
progressive visuospatial symptoms. While amnestic AD is characterized by disrupted default mode network
(DMN) connectivity with corresponding increases in salience network (SN) connectivity, a visuospatial network
appears to be disrupted early in PCA. Based on PCA patients' clinical features, we hypothesized that, in addition
to early decreased integrity within the visuospatial network, patients with PCA would show increases in SN
connectivity despite relative preservation of DMN. As the lateral pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus has direct
anatomical connections with striate and extrastriate cortex and DMN, and the medial pulvinar is anatomically
interconnected with SN, we further hypothesized that lateral and medial pulvinar nuclei might be implicated in
intrinsic connectivity changes in PCA.
Methods: 26 patients with PCA and 64 matched controls were recruited through UCSF Memory and Aging Center
research programs. Each completed a standardized neuropsychological battery, structural MRI, and task-free
fMRI. Seed-based functional correlations were used to probe networks of interest, including those seeded by the
medial and lateral pulvinar thalamic nuclei, across the whole brain, and functional data analyses were adjusted
for brain atrophy.
Results: Patients with PCA showed disproportionate deficits in the visuospatial domain; they also showed pre-
served social sensitivity and endorsed more depressive symptoms than HCs. PCA patients had significant par-
ietooccipital atrophy accompanied by widespread connectivity decreases within the visuospatial network, en-
hanced connectivity between some structures in SN, and enhanced connectivity between key nodes of the DMN
compared to controls. Increased SN connectivity correlated with a measure of social sensitivity, and increased
DMN connectivity correlated with short-term memory performance. Medial pulvinar connectivity increases in
PCA were topographically similar to SN (anterior insula) connectivity increases, while lateral pulvinar con-
nectivity increases were similar to DMN (posterior cingulate) connectivity increases.
Conclusions: PCA is characterized by preserved to heightened connectivity in the SN and DMN despite decreased
visuospatial network connectivity. The spatial similarity of medial and lateral pulvinar connectivity changes to
those seen in the SN and DMN suggests a role for the pulvinar in intrinsic connectivity network changes in PCA.
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1. Introduction

Posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) is an uncommon Alzheimer's dis-
ease (AD) syndromic variant presenting with progressive visual and
visuospatial symptoms and early parietooccipital atrophy (Benson
et al., 1988; Crutch et al., 2017; Mendez et al., 2002). Imaging studies
suggest that a parietooccipital visuospatial network is the critical vul-
nerable network in patients with PCA. Identifying the point of peak
atrophy in a group of patients with PCA, then using it as a seed in
healthy controls (HCs), elicits this visuospatial network (Lehmann
et al., 2013), and connectivity within the network is lower in PCA pa-
tients compared with patients with other AD variants (Lehmann et al.,
2015). Amnestic symptoms, on the other hand, are less prominent in
patients with PCA than those with amnestic AD, and structures critical
for supporting episodic memory, such as the hippocampus, atrophy
later than visuospatial structures (Ossenkoppele et al., 2015). At au-
topsy, the same pattern holds: patients with PCA show a higher burden
of tau pathology in striate and extrastriate cortex relative to the medial
temporal lobe (Tang-Wai et al., 2004; Hof et al., 1993).

In terms of large-scale functional networks, amnestic AD is char-
acterized by disrupted connectivity in the default mode network
(DMN), which supports episodic memory, with corresponding increased
connectivity in a salience network (SN) (Zhou et al., 2010; Greicius
et al., 2004; Mormino et al., 2011; Rabinovici et al., 2007), which is
critical for socially adaptive behavior (Seeley et al., 2012). Increased SN
connectivity correlates with neuropsychiatric symptoms in amnestic AD
patients (Balthazar et al., 2014), who, despite their prominent episodic
memory symptoms, show preserved empathic concern for others and
greater personal distress and depressive symptoms compared with
healthy controls (Sturm et al., 2013). Patients with early-stage PCA,
too, remain socially sensitive, often to the point of clinical anxiety
(Benson et al., 1988), which may be even more common in PCA than in
amnestic AD (Isella et al., 2015). However, little is known about how
PCA affects functional networks outside of the visuospatial network. We
hypothesized that, in addition to showing early decreased integrity
within the visuospatial network, PCA patients would show increases in
SN connectivity (correlating with preserved socioemotional function
and increased emotional reactivity) despite relative preservation of
DMN (correlating with milder amnestic symptoms relative to amnestic
AD).

Considering these hypothesized relationships between large-scale
functional networks, we questioned which structures might mediate
increases in SN connectivity despite decreased visuospatial network
integrity. Thalamic nuclei are electrophysiologically and anatomically
well-positioned to regulate network coherence and to serve as network
switches (Hwang et al., 2017; Bell & Shine, 2016; Sherman, 2016), and
an emerging literature links thalamic pathology to increased thalamo-
cortical and thalamolimbic activity in animal models of AD (Hazra
et al., 2016). We became interested, therefore, in the role that thalamic
nuclei might play in network binding in PCA. Because the lateral pul-
vinar's projections target striate and extrastriate cortex, as well as
several key nodes of the DMN, (Benarroch, 2015; Robinson & Petersen,
1992; Yeterian & Pandya, 1995), while the medial pulvinar has pro-
minent reciprocal connections with orbitofrontal, parahippocampal,
cingulate, insular and amygdalar regions (Benarroch, 2015; Jones &
Burton, 1976; Mufson & Mesulam, 1984; Romanski et al., 1997), major
nodes of SN (Seeley et al., 2007), we focused our attention on the lateral
and medial pulvinar nuclei. We hypothesized that lateral pulvinar
connectivity would recapitulate visuospatial network connectivity,
showing significant decreases in PCA, while medial pulvinar con-
nectivity would recapitulate SN connectivity, showing significant in-
creases in PCA. To evaluate these hypotheses, we performed neu-
ropsychological testing and evaluated structural and functional
connectivity in individuals with PCA and matched HCs.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

26 individuals diagnosed with PCA based on Mendez criteria
(Mendez et al., 2002) and 64 matched controls were recruited through
UCSF Memory and Aging Center research programs. Of the individuals
with a diagnosis of PCA, 22 were amyloid PET-positive; one of the re-
maining four had a pathologic diagnosis of AD (graded A2, B3, C3), and
the remaining three opted not to undergo amyloid PET. Each partici-
pant completed a medical history and physical examination, standar-
dized neuropsychological battery, structural imaging, and task-free
fMRI. For the PCA group, individuals were excluded from study if they
met core clinical criteria for another neurodegenerative syndrome (such
as corticobasal syndrome (Armstrong et al., 2013) or Lewy body disease
(McKeith et al., 2017)), had clinically significant cerebrovascular dis-
ease, met criteria for other major neurologic or systemic illness, or were
taking medications which could significantly impact cognitive function.
For HCs, additional exclusion criteria included abnormal performance
on cognitive screening. All study procedures were approved by the in-
stitutional review board of the University of California, San Francisco,
and all subjects or their assigned surrogate decision-makers provided
informed consent prior to participation.

PCA patients were well-matched with the control group by age,
handedness, gender, years of education, and presence of the ApoE ε4
allele (Table 1).

2.2. Neuropsychological assessment

All participants underwent a standardized neuropsychological bat-
tery within 180 days of imaging to evaluate cognitive functioning,
consisting of assessments of global functioning, verbal memory, vi-
suospatial functioning, language, and executive functioning. PCA and
HC groups were compared in each of these domains. Global functioning
was measured using the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE (Folstein et al.,
1975)). Verbal memory performance was assessed using the z- score for
long delay recall on the California Verbal Learning Test-II (CVLT-II, 16
items) or CVLT-Short Form (9 items) (Delis et al., 2000). To evaluate
visuospatial performance, a composite z-score for each participant was
created by averaging z-scores for his or her scores on the Benson figure
copy (Possin et al., 2011) and Number Location subtest of the Visual
Object and Space Perception Battery (Warrington, 1991). Similarly, a
language composite z-score was created for each participant by aver-
aging his or her z-scores for semantic fluency (animal naming
(Weintraub et al., 2009)) and abbreviated form of the Boston Naming
Test (aBNT) (Mack et al., 1992) scores. Lastly, an executive function
composite z-score was created by averaging phonemic fluency (D-
words) (Spreen & Strauss, 1998) and digits backward (Weschler, 1987)
scores.

To evaluate for between-group differences in social sensitivity, we
used the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) (Davis, 1983), which

Table 1
Demographics of PCA patients and healthy controls.

PCA, n=26 HC, n=64 p n

Age, mean (SD) 62.12 (7.98) 62.55 (7.57) 0.81 90
Handedness, % left 11.54% 12.50% 0.90 90
Gender, % female 53.85% 53.13% 0.95 90
Edu, mean (SD) 16.19 (3.73) 16.42 (1.91) 0.70 90
ApoE ε4, % pos 37.50% 32.81% 0.68 88
MMSE, 30-point mean (SD) 22.87 (5.29) 29.60 (0.56) < 0.001 87
VOSP, 10-item mean (SD) 2.42 (3.01) 9.25 (0.94) < 0.001 85
Benson Fig. Copy, 17-point mean

(SD)
3.42 (4.02) 15.39 (0.90) < 0.001 80

CDR sum of boxes mean (SD) 4.44 (1.86) 0 (0) < 0.001 90
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includes measures of empathic concern, cognitive perspective-taking,
and personal distress during upsetting situations, and the Geriatric
Depression Scale (GDS) (Yesavage et al., 1982), which screens for de-
pressive symptoms.

Between-group demographic variables were compared using
Student's t-test and chi-square tests as appropriate. For cognitive testing
analyses, each individual's z-scores for each cognitive domain were
entered into a general linear model, controlling for gender, age, and
education. To test the hypothesis that PCA patients performed sig-
nificantly worse than HCs in all domains and more so in the visuospatial
domain, we calculated F-scores for between-group performance in each
domain. Paired samples t-tests within the PCA group were used to
compare PCA patients' performance between domains. We used two-
sample t-tests to compare GDS and IRI performance between PCA and
HC groups. Subjects with missing data were excluded case-wise from
analyses.

2.3. Image acquisition and preprocessing

All participants underwent MRI at the UCSF Neuroscience Imaging
Center. Images were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Tim Trio system
equipped with a 12-channel head coil. T1-weighted structural images
were acquired using a volumetric MPRAGE sequence (1×1×1mm
voxel size; FOV=256×240mm and 160 slices, TR= 2300ms,
TE= 3ms, FA=9°). Task-free fMRI was acquired over an 8-min se-
quence during which participants were instructed to remain awake with
their eyes closed (2.5×2.5×3mm voxel size; FOV=230×230mm,
TE=27ms, TR=2 s, FA=80°, 36 interleaved axial slices).

Preprocessing for fMRI images was conducted in SPM12 (http://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) and FSL (where speci-
fied; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). After discarding the first five vo-
lumes, the remaining 235 volumes were slice-time corrected, realigned
to the mean functional image, and assessed for motion (both rotational
and translational). Volumes were coregistered to each individual's
MPRAGE image, and SPM segment was then used to normalize them to
the standard SPM healthy adult tissue probability template at an iso-
tropic resolution of 2mm3. They were then smoothed with a 6mm
Gaussian kernel and band-pass filtered in the 0.008–0.15 Hz frequency
range using fslmaths. Nuisance parameters for CSF and white matter
were estimated using a mask located in the center of the lateral ven-
tricles and a mask of the highest probability cortical white matter (as
derived by FSL tissue prior mask). Additional nuisance parameters in-
cluded the 3 translational and 3 rotational motion parameters, the
temporal derivatives of the previous 8 terms, and the squares of the
previous 16 terms (Satterthwaite et al., 2013). The same band-pass
filter applied to volumes above was applied to these nuisance data in
order to avoid reintroduction of noise. Inclusion criteria for head mo-
tion included maximum relative head motion< 3mm, maximum re-
lative rotation<3°, and the maximum number of motion spikes (re-
lative motion>1mm) < 10% of the total number of frames.

2.4. Image analysis

We assessed structural atrophy using whole-brain voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) in SPM12. Images were normalized as described
in the previous section, modulated, and spatially smoothed with an
8mm kernel. Between-group differences were assessed by two-sample t-
test via SPM12's general linear model framework. Nuisance covariates
included age, sex, handedness, and education.

Task-free fMRI scans were analyzed by calculating average voxel-
wise time series from seeds for networks of interest. Five seeds, for the
visuospatial network, SN, DMN, and medial and lateral pulvinar nu-
cleus (Fig. 1), were derived as follows:

Visuospatial Network: We seeded the visuospatial network using a
4mm radius spherical seed surrounding the peak atrophy point from a
prior independent study of individuals with PCA (right middle occipital

gyrus, 39,−88, 10 in MNI space) (Ossenkoppele et al., 2015). This seed
was shown to produce the visuospatial network when used as a seed in
a group of healthy controls (Lehmann et al., 2013).

SN: We chose a R anterior insula seed to elicit SN. This seed was
previously derived by our group via an activation likelihood estimate
meta-analysis of socio-emotional task-based fMRI studies that activate
the insula in healthy controls (Guo et al., 2012).

DMN: We used a R posterior cingulate seed, derived by placing a
4mm radius spherical seed at the center of gravity of a cluster pre-
viously identified in this region by our group in a separate sample of
HCs (Gardner et al., 2013), to elicit DMN.

Medial and Lateral Pulvinar Thalamus: Seeds for the medial and lat-
eral pulvinar were derived from a non-overlapping matched group of
healthy controls (n=98, mean age=63.08). We used the salience and
ventral visual networks from a robust, previously published 17-network
cortical parcellation (Yeo et al., 2011) and assessed which voxels within
the pulvinar had time series that correlated best with SN versus the
ventral visual network (yielding bilateral medial pulvinar clusters) and
with the ventral visual network versus SN (yielding bilateral lateral
pulvinar clusters). We then placed 2mm radius spherical seeds at the
center of mass of these medial and lateral pulvinar clusters. Please see
Supplemental Methods for details.

Seeds for each network were then used as covariates of interest in a
whole-brain, linear regression, statistical parametric analysis to gen-
erate a map scoring each voxel in the brain based on its correlation with
the seed ROI, controlling for the aforementioned nuisance parameters.
Resultant data from each subject were fitted to a second-level regres-
sion model for group random effects analysis. Functional data analyses
were atrophy-corrected using the BPM toolbox (Casanova et al., 2007).
All maps were thresholded at a joint height and extent probability
threshold of p < .05, corrected at the whole brain level. After noting
similarities between thresholded whole brain maps of pulvinar con-
nectivity and SN/DMN connectivity, we conducted post-hoc analyses
quantifying the overlap of each pair of maps using Sørenson-Dice
coefficients. Sørenson-Dice coefficients were calculated as two times
the number of overlapping voxels between thresholded maps divided by
the sum of the number of voxels in thresholded maps one and two.

To assess for relationships between neuropsychological variables
and clusters identified as significantly different between patients with
PCA and HCs in the analyses above, we conducted post-hoc exploratory
analyses evaluating Spearman rank-order correlations between (Benson
et al., 1988) VOSP score and visuospatial network integrity, (Crutch
et al., 2017) CVLT long recall (memory performance) and DMN in-
tegrity, and (Mendez et al., 2002) IRI (empathic concern and personal
distress) and SN integrity in patients with PCA. Mean connectivity va-
lues for clusters of interest from the maps described above (a par-
ietooccipital cluster whose connectivity to the visual atrophy seed was
significantly decreased for PCA patients vs HCs; a bilateral angular
gyrus cluster whose connectivity to R posterior cingulate was sig-
nificantly increased for PCA patients vs HCs; and medial prefrontal and
ventral striatal clusters whose connectivity to R frontoinsula was sig-
nificantly increased for PCA patients vs HCs) were derived for each
subject (Fig. 7). For each cluster of interest, to ensure that observed
relative increases for one group compared to the other reflected true
increases in connectivity, rather than loss of anticorrelation, we ex-
amined mean connectivity values (representing average correlation
coefficients from all voxels within each cluster to the relevant network
seed) in PCA patients and HCs. For each of the four clusters, correlation
coefficients were positive within at least one standard deviation from
the mean in both PCA patients and HCs. To ensure that the four clusters
included only gray matter, we applied a post-hoc probabilistic gray
matter map; all voxels within each cluster were gray matter. All cor-
relations were corrected for average gray matter atrophy for each
cluster for each participant.

C.A. Fredericks et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 21 (2019) 101628
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3. Results

3.1. PCA patients have disproportionate deficits on tests of visuospatial
function

As anticipated, individuals with PCA performed significantly worse
than controls on a measure of global cognitive function (MMSE,
F= 75.632, p < .005). They also performed significantly worse across
cognitive domains (Executive Function: F= 82.798, p < .005,
Language: F= 71.536, p < .005, Memory: F= 89.712, p < .005),
with worst performance in the visuospatial domain (F=388.879,
p < .005). Within the PCA subject group, visuospatial deficits were
significantly worse than deficits in memory (t=−10.710, p < .005),
language (t=−9.376, p < .005), or executive function (t=−13.187,
p < .005) (Fig. 2).

3.2. PCA patients show preserved social sensitivity and report more
depressive symptoms

Individuals with PCA showed preserved empathic concern
(t=0.44, p= .66) and cognitive perspective-taking (t=0.75, p= .45)
when compared with HCs, but had increased levels of personal distress
(t=3.45, p= .001). Despite both groups scoring within the normal
range on depression screen (0–9), PCA patients scored significantly
higher than HCs (t=5.52, p < .001) (Fig. 3).

3.3. PCA patients have significant parietooccipital atrophy with
corresponding decreased connectivity within the visuospatial network

Consistent with past studies, VBM revealed marked parietooccipital
atrophy in individuals with PCA compared with HCs, even at a stringent
voxelwise threshold of t > 10 (Fig. 4A). The point of peak atrophy was
located at midline precuneus (2, −63, 38).

Individuals with PCA showed widespread decreased connectivity
within the visuospatial network compared with HCs (Ossenkoppele

et al., 2015). They also showed decreased connectivity between the
network seed and bilateral insula and prefrontal cortex. Interestingly,
they showed increased connectivity between this region and the right
angular gyrus, a major node within the DMN, despite significant
atrophy in this area (Fig. 4B).

3.4. PCA patients show increased connectivity within key nodes of SN and
DMN

From the right anterior insula SN seed, PCA patients showed in-
creased connectivity to ventromedial prefrontal cortex and nucleus
accumbens but decreased connectivity to the bilateral insula. They also
showed decreased out-of-network connectivity from the seed to par-
ietooccipital cortex (Fig. 5A). From the DMN seed, they showed in-
creased connectivity between key nodes of the DMN, including anterior
cingulate, precuneus, and angular gyrus, compared to controls, but
decreased connectivity to right hippocampus (Fig. 5B). They showed
widespread decreased out-of-network connectivity throughout other
parietal regions, occipital cortex, insula, and dorsal frontal structures.

3.5. Medial pulvinar connectivity mirrors SN, while lateral pulvinar
connectivity mirrors DMN

Regions where PCA patients showed relative increases in medial
pulvinar connectivity (Fig. 5C) were strikingly similar to regions of SN
connectivity increases (right frontoinsular seed, Fig. 5A), with over-
lapping clusters in ventromedial PFC and left accumbens (Dice coeffi-
cient 0.16, Fig. 6A). Regions where PCA patients showed increases in
lateral pulvinar connectivity (Fig. 5D) were strikingly similar to regions
of increases in DMN connectivity (right posterior cingulate seed,
Fig. 5B), with overlapping clusters in bilateral angular gyrus (Dice
coefficient 0.24, Fig. 6B). PCA patients showed increased connectivity
to left angular gyrus from both the medial pulvinar and DMN seeds, as
well as increased connectivity to several voxels in the pregenual cin-
gulate (Dice coefficient 0.14, Fig. 6C). There was little overlap between
SN and lateral pulvinar-derived clusters (Dice coefficient 0.01, Fig. 6D).
Widespread regions of diminished connectivity for PCA patients re-
lative to HCs in parietooccipital cortex and insula were less prominent
for either pulvinar seed compared with SN and DMN seeds.

Fig. 1. Seeds for networks of interest were located as
indicated above for the visuospatial network (green,
peak atrophy point from a prior published series of
PCA patients (Lehmann et al., 2015)), SN (red, R
frontoinsula), DMN (blue, R posterior cingulate),
medial pulvinar (pink), and lateral pulvinar (purple)
networks. Pulvinar seeds are shown overlaid on an
opaque mask representing the Krauth thalamus atlas
ROI for the pulvinar nucleus (Krauth et al., 2010).

Fig. 2. Z-scores across cognitive domains, and raw MMSE scores, were sig-
nificantly worse in the PCA group than the HC group, and visuospatial function
was disproportionately affected. Error bars represent standard deviation.
(*p < .005).

Fig. 3. Individuals with PCA showed preserved empathic concern and cognitive
perspective-taking; they had increased levels of personal distress and scored
higher than HCs on a measure of depressive symptoms. Error bars represent
standard deviation. (*p≤ .001).
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3.6. Regions of diminished visuospatial integrity in PCA do not correlate
with neuropsychological performance; DMN integrity correlates with better
short-term recall, while SN integrity correlates with increased IRI (personal
distress)

We did not observe a significant relationship in PCA patients be-
tween VOSP score and visuospatial network integrity, represented by a
parietooccipital cluster showing diminished connectivity from the vi-
suospatial seed in PCA (Fig. 7, blue cluster). This was the case even
when controlling for overall severity of illness (CDR sum-of-boxes) or
general cognitive impairment (MMSE).

We did note a trend towards a correlation between short-term recall
(CVLT long recall measure) and DMN integrity, represented by B an-
gular gyrus clusters showing increased DMN connectivity in PCA
(Fig. 7, red cluster), when controlling for general cognitive impairment
(r=0.42, p= .07). DMN integrity did not vary directly as a function of

either overall severity of illness of general cognitive impairment.
IRI performance related significantly to SN integrity. IRI (personal

distress) correlated with connectivity from insula to mPFC, represented
by mPFC cluster showing increased SN connectivity in PCA (Fig. 7,
yellow cluster) in patients with PCA (r=0.47, p= .04), such that in-
creased connectivity was associated with increased personal distress.
Conversely, IRI (empathic concern) correlated inversely with con-
nectivity from insula to ventral striatum, represented by L ventral
striatal cluster showing increased SN connectivity in PCA (Fig. 7, green
cluster) in patients with PCA (r=0.36, p= .05), such that increased
connectivity was associated with decreased empathic concern.

Fig. 4. (A) VBM reveals significant parietooccipital atrophy in individuals with PCA (threshold t > 10). Data are masked to gray matter and represent voxels where
PCA patients show lower volume than HCs. (B) Decreased connectivity within the visuospatial network and from the R occipital seed to bilateral insula in PCAs
compared with HCs. There is also increased connectivity between the seed and R angular gyrus in PCAs compared with HCs.

Fig. 5. PCA patients showed increased connectivity within key nodes of SN (A), DMN (B), medial pulvinar (C), and lateral pulvinar (D) compared to HCs. Warm
colors represent areas of increased connectivity for PCA relative to HC; cool colors represent areas of decreased connectivity for PCA relative to HC.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Conclusions

Consistent with previous studies, our PCA sample show striking
visuospatial processing impairments, accompanied by parietooccipital
cortex atrophy and disrupted connectivity within a visuospatial

network anchored by the lateral occipital gyrus, a point of peak atrophy
in a prior PCA series (Ossenkoppele et al., 2015). The novel aspect of
this study is our demonstration that patients with PCA score higher than
HCs on measures of depressive symptomatology and personal distress,
accompanied by preserved empathic concern and preserved to in-
creased connectivity between key nodes of SN, which is thought to
participate in social-emotional functioning. We further show that the

Fig. 6. Clusters shown represent the union of regions showing increased connectivity for PCA vs HC from (A) SN and medial pulvinar (Fig. 5A and C), (B) DMN and
lateral pulvinar seeds (Fig. 5B and D), (C) DMN and medial pulvinar (Fig. 5B and C), and (D) SN and lateral pulvinar-seeded networks, with red areas representing the
intersection. All maps were thresholded at a height by extent threshold of p < .05, p < .05 (corresponding to a Tmin of 1.7) prior to visualizing the union and
intersection.

Fig. 7. Clusters extracted for neuropsychology-connectivity correlation analyses included (A) ventral striatal (green) and medial prefrontal (yellow) clusters whose
connectivity to the SN seed was significantly increased for PCA relative to HCs; a bilateral angular gyrus cluster (red) whose connectivity to the DMN seed was
significantly increased for PCA relative to HCs; and a parietooccipital cluster (blue) whose connectivity to the visuospatial network seed was significantly decreased
for PCA relative to HCs. Clusters of interest are largely in-network for SN (first two columns), DMN (third column), and visuospatial network (fourth column).
Transparent networks are shown overlaid on clusters of interest (B). We derive these networks using one-sample t-tests showing voxels correlating strongly with the R
frontoinsula (SN), R posterior cingulate (DMN), and PCA peak atrophy (visuospatial network) seeds in a non-overlapping group of HCs (Supplemental Table 1) from
that used for comparison with the PCA group (C).
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milder episodic memory deficits seen in PCA are accompanied by pre-
served to increased connectivity within the DMN. In addition, we
suggest an as-yet-unexplored role for pulvinar thalamic subnuclei in
PCA, showing that medial pulvinar connectivity is spatially similar to
SN, while lateral pulvinar connectivity is similar to DMN.

Only one previous study evaluated network connectivity in PCA,
focusing on differences between connectivity in PCA and other AD
variants and showing that PCA patients show relative decreases in vi-
suospatial network integrity (Lehmann et al., 2015). One past tracto-
graphy study in PCA suggests damage to visual tracts including the
bilateral inferior longitudinal fasciculus and left fronto-occcipital fas-
ciculus (Migliaccio et al., 2012). Our findings are consistent with this
work, showing decreased integrity of the visuospatial network in PCA
relative to HCs.

Like individuals with amnestic AD (Sturm et al., 2013), the PCA
patients in this study showed preserved empathic concern and in-
creased personal distress and depressive symptoms relative to healthy
controls. In keeping with these results, they also showed preserved to
enhanced connectivity in the SN. Increased personal distress correlated
with enhanced SN connectivity, similar to findings of enhanced SN
connectivity associated with socioemotional sensitivity in amnestic and
preclinical AD (Zhou et al., 2010; Balthazar et al., 2014; Fredericks
et al., 2018). Insight into illness could play a contributing role in an-
xiety and depressive symptoms in PCA patients and in AD more gen-
erally. We found an association only between IRI measures (which
focus on individuals' response to stressful external events) and SN
connectivity, but there is also evidence that neuropsychiatric symptoms
(which could reflect internal stress related to insight, among other
things) and increased emotional reactivity (to both internal and ex-
ternal stressors, potentially) correlate with enhanced SN connectivity in
amnestic and preclinical AD (Balthazar et al., 2014; Fredericks et al.,
2018).

Unlike amnestic AD patients, however, PCA patients also showed
preserved to enhanced connectivity between key nodes of the DMN, a
network that plays a critical role in short-term memory. This was sur-
prising, given PCA patients' profound atrophy in parietal regions that
are critical nodes within this network. Specifically, we noted en-
hancements between the DMN seed and bilateral angular gyrus, ipsi-
lateral precuneus, and anterior cingulate, while connectivity to ipsi-
lateral hippocampus was decreased. Angular gyrus connectivity within
the DMN correlated with higher short-term recall when controlling for
general cognitive impairment, and angular gyrus connectivity was en-
hanced in PCA across multiple other networks, suggesting that the
angular gyrus might be playing a specific role in preserving short-term
memory performance relative to global cognitive functioning. More
generally, enhanced connectivity both within the DMN and across

networks in PCA may represent a compensatory mechanism supporting
the relative preservation of non-visuospatial cognition.

Prior studies of patients with amnestic AD show early decreases in
DMN integrity accompanied by increases in connectivity within SN,
while patients with behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia show
the opposite pattern, with decreases in SN connectivity accompanied by
relative increases in DMN (Zhou et al., 2010; Rabinovici et al., 2007;
Seeley et al., 2007). In our PCA population, we observed decreases in
visuospatial network connectivity accompanied by enhancements
within both DMN and SN. What could be driving this reciprocal re-
lationship?

Thalamic nuclei are well-positioned to coordinate within-network
activity and to regulate switching between networks (Hwang et al.,
2017; Bell & Shine, 2016; Sherman, 2016), and previous graph theo-
retical analyses on “rich-club” organization within the human brain
pinpoints the thalamus as one of twelve hubs which shows particularly
dense interconnectivity, even beyond what would be expected based on
its nodal degree (van den Heuvel & Sporns, 2011). An emerging animal
literature links thalamic pathology to increased excitability in thalamic
relay nuclei, sleep disturbance, and hippocampal dysfunction in models
of AD (Hazra et al., 2016). Specific thalamic nuclei are implicated in
specific subtypes of AD. For instance, the anterior nucleus is affected
very early in the course of amnestic AD, representing one of the earliest
sites of forebrain tau accumulation, with involvement tracking along-
side that of the hippocampus (Braak & Braak, 1991; Rub et al., 2016). It
plays a critical role in associative memory performance as part of the
Papez circuit (Aggleton & Brown, 1999; Fama & Sullivan, 2015), and
has direct links to both hippocampus and posterior cingulate (Amaral &
Cowan, 1980; Vogt et al., 1987; Aggleton et al., 1986), two key nodes of
the DMN, which shows progressive dysfunction in amnestic AD (Zhou
et al., 2010; Greicius et al., 2004; Damoiseaux et al., 2012). A direct
electrophysiological study has shown that anterior thalamic synchrony
with neocortex predicts memory performance (Sweeney-Reed et al.,
2015). Despite these promising inroads, and despite the early involve-
ment of the anterior thalamus in amnestic AD pathophysiology, the role
of thalamic nuclei in AD remains understudied.

The pulvinar nuclei of the thalamus are of particular interest in PCA
given their strong anatomical connections to regions in the visuospatial
network, SN, and DMN (Fig. 8). The lateral pulvinar has direct pro-
jections to cortical regions in striate cortex and along the dorsal and
ventral visual streams, as well as to the inferior parietal lobe and the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, sites of key nodes within the DMN
(Benarroch, 2015; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Yeterian & Pandya,
1995). The medial pulvinar has similarly prominent reciprocal con-
nections with major nodes of SN, including orbitofrontal, para-
hippocampal, cingulate, insular and amygdalar regions (Benarroch,
2015; Jones & Burton, 1976; Mufson & Mesulam, 1984; Romanski et al.,
1997), as well as frontal DMN nodes. In amnestic AD, amyloid plaques
aggregate in the pulvinar nucleus and its adjacent fiber tract, the pul-
vinar capsule (Leuba & Saini, 1995; Kuljis, 1994), and one study of
preclinical AD patients showed a negative correlation between CSF tau
and cerebral glucose metabolism in key regions of the DMN, including
PCC, precuneus, and parahippocampal gyrus – as well as in the pulvinar
(Petrie et al., 2009). Atrophy in the medial pulvinar has previously been
associated with decreased SN connectivity in patients with one genetic
form of behavioral variant FTD (Lee et al., 2014).

In this study, lateral pulvinar connectivity to major DMN nodes was
increased in PCA patients in a pattern similar to that elicited by the
DMN seed, though with the addition of the parahippocampal gyrus.
Lateral pulvinar connectivity to some parietal and occipital clusters was
decreased, though not to the extent seen in the visuospatial network.
Medial pulvinar connectivity to nucleus accumbens and ventral pre-
frontal cortex was increased in PCA patients in a pattern similar to that
elicited by the SN seed. Though our work cannot assess for a moder-
ating effect of pulvinar nuclei on network integrity, our findings are
consistent with a model of PCA in which thalamic nuclei and their

Fig. 8. Schematic illustrating anatomical connections between medial and
lateral pulvinar and DMN, SN, and the visuospatial network (Benarroch, 2015;
Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Yeterian & Pandya, 1995; Jones & Burton, 1976;
Mufson & Mesulam, 1984; Romanski et al., 1997).
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reciprocal cortical connections help to bind heavily impacted cortical
regions with relatively less affected regions that participate in the same
functional networks. The widespread cortical projections of both the
medial and lateral pulvinar nuclei may position them well to coordinate
compensatory shifts across networks, allowing for relative preservation
of non-visuospatial cognitive functions well into the course of illness.

4.2. Limitations and future directions

Our exploratory post-hoc analyses were not able to find a re-
lationship between visuospatial task performance and visuospatial
network integrity in PCA. This may have been due in part to clinical and
radiographic heterogeneity within the PCA population, or simply due to
low power given our relatively small sample size. However, we iden-
tified a weak correlation between enhanced DMN connectivity and
higher short-term recall in PCA patients. We also found a correlation
between increased SN connectivity (between the right frontoinsular
seed and a medial prefrontal cluster) and the IRI measure of personal
distress in PCA patients, and a negative correlation between frontoin-
sular and ventral striatum connectivity and the IRI measure of empathic
concern. These findings suggest that enhanced SN connectivity may
underlie the heightened personal distress seen in our PCA group, but
that PCA patients' preserved empathic concern arises by some other
mechanism. Future studies targeted at understanding the relationship
between neuropsychological task performance and network integrity
should help clarify the means by which changes in large-scale func-
tional networks underlie variations in performance on specific neu-
ropsychological tasks in both patient and healthy populations.

The data we present here are consistent with a role for specific
thalamic nuclei in network dysfunction in the PCA variant of AD.
Specifically, the similarity of the lateral pulvinar-derived connectivity
map to the DMN-seeded map, and of the medial pulvinar-derived map
to SN-seeded map, suggests an important role for the pulvinar within
these networks, and reflects the close anatomical relationship between
medial pulvinar and SN, and lateral pulvinar and DMN and visuospatial
regions. Because the functional connectivity methods employed here
are based on region-to-region correlations in BOLD signal, they cannot
assess directionality. What role do thalamic nuclei play in facilitating
information transfer and network switching in health and in AD? Future
work will be critical to better understand the role of the pulvinar in
PCA, and, more generally, the role of specific thalamic subnuclei in
network modulation in the healthy brain and clinical AD variants.
Pathological studies which better specify the involvement of the pul-
vinar in AD and in PCA in particular, high-field imaging at the thalamic
nuclear level assessing microstructural changes in vivo, partial corre-
lation analyses assessing for the unique contribution of thalamic nuclei
to connectivity networks, and studies that evaluate task-related output
from thalamic subnuclei and their relationship to networks known to be
critically impacted in AD will add to our understanding.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2018.101628.
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